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ABSTRACT

In the Brač-1 beta well the temperatures and depth of rock units had been measured and constructed. The burial history lines are drawn, and thermal maturity calculated with emphasis on potential mature rocks. The interval (iTTI) and 
consequently total (ΣTTI) time-temperature indices of 23.48 indicated on the maturity window deeper than 5 km. The oldest rock of the Lower Triassic reached thermal maturity 54 ma ago. Those rocks are regionally sometimes rich in sulphur, 
with kerogene type II and rarely type I. In researched well is also mapped large regional reverse fault, which thrusted thick interval of the Triassic (900 m), Jurassic (900 m) and Lower Cretaceous (140 m) rocks. Temperature logging at different 
depths along at the well is relatively expensive procedure. However, such data sometimes can be approximated with average annual soil temperature (neutral layer) and temperature of the bottom. From such data can be calculated average 
(present) geothermal gradient. The device for neutral layer temperature measurement, based on Raspberry Pi, Sense HAT and Python code, is integra part of this innovation.
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I. GEOLOGICAL AND THERMAL SETTINGS

II. MEASURING DEVICE (RasPi, SenseHAT, Python)

III. RESULTS

II. ANALYSED SUBSURFACE (GEOLOGICAL)
STRUCTURES

Ia. STRATIGRAPHY

RasPi + SenseHAT (uncovered)

Figure 2: Shematic off-shore geological section in the Middle Adriatic (Velić, 2007)

Ib. THERMAL MATURITY CALCULATION

Time factor (∆T) has been multiplied with corresponding temperature factor (γ) for each interval. The result is 

Time-Temperature Index for each interval (iTTI) and total (ΣTTI) as it is shown in Equation 1. Interval values are 

always positive (Table 1). The interval and total values calculated in the Brač-1 beta well are given in Table 2.

 

RasPi + SenseHAT (solid case)

Python code

Figure 5: SenseHAT mounted on RasPi B+ microcontroler. System 
is turn off, located in the lower case part. reservoir. Volume between 

Figure 6: SenseHAT covered by plastic case. System is turn on with 
oactive measurement (with temperature between 20 and 24 C)

# LIBRARIES
from sense_hat import SenseHat, ACTION_PRESSED, ACTION_HELD, 
ACTION_RELEASED
import time
from time import sleep

# Open file
f= open("sense.txt","w")

# MAIN PROGRAM
sense = SenseHat()
sense.clear ()
f.write("HEADER - temp , date \n")

# starting matrix
X = [255, 0, 0]  # Red
O = [255, 255, 255]  # White
question_mark = [
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, X, O, O, X, O, O,
O, O, O, O, O, X, O, O,
O, O, O, O, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O
]

sense.set_pixels(question_mark)
sleep(1)

while True: 
 temp = sense.get_temperature()
 tcor = 0.0071*temp*temp+0.86*temp-10.0
 print "Temperatura:", round(temp,1), "Temperatura korigirana:", round(tcor,1) 

Knowing temperature of the soil neutral layer, make possible to use logged temperature at the well bottom and calculated average (present day) geothermal gradient. It can 
be (sometimes) acceptable substitution for logging well temperature during drilling at different depths.The simple, but working, logging device for measuring constant 
temperature of neutral layer had been constructed (Figure 3) using RasPi B+, SenseHAT sensor add-in, 3D printed solid case and Python code for reading and writing 

o o oSenseHAT data. The current temperature is shown with value and colour (green for T<=10 C, blue for T>10 and T<24 C, red for T>=24 C). The DAT fiel with readings + date 
and time values is recorded on SD card.

 hum = sense.get_humidity()
 hcor = hum*(2.5-0.029*temp)
 print "Vlaznost:", round(hum,1), "Vlaznost korigirana:", round(hcor,1), "\n"  

 time.sleep(1)

 if tcor>24 :
   sense.show_message("T: %.1f oC" % tcor,scroll_speed=0.2,text_colour=(255,0,0),back_colour=(0,0,0))
    sense.clear(255,0,0)
 elif tcor>10 :
   sense.show_message("T: %.1f oC" % tcor,scroll_speed=0.2,text_colour=(0,255,0),back_colour=(0,0,0))
  sense.clear(0,255,0)
 else :
   sense.show_message("T: %.1f oC" % tcor,scroll_speed=0.2,text_colour=(0,0,255),back_colour=(0,0,0))
    sense.clear(0,0,255)

  event = sense.stick.wait_for_event()
 sleep(1)

 if event.direction == 'up' and event.action == 'pressed':
  print ("KRAJ - Pritisnuta je tipka joysticka za gore")
  f.close()
  exit()

 if event.direction == 'down' and event.action == 'pressed':
  print ("SNIMANJE - Pritisnuta je tipka joysticka za dolje")
  f.write(round(tcor,1))
  f.write("\n")
  now = time.ctime(time.time())
  f.write(now)
  f.write("\n")

 if event.direction == 'left' and event.action == 'pressed':
  print ("NASTAVAK - Pritisnuta je tipka joysticka za lijevo")
 if event.direction == 'right' and event.action == 'pressed':
  print ("NASTAVAK - Pritisnuta je tipka joysticka za desno")

Figure 1: Shematic palaeogeographic map of the Adriatic Carbonate Platform 
present day extension (prema Vlahović et al., 2002, modified Andrić, 2019)

Ic. BURIAL HISTORY AND FAULTING

 This innovation is development of previous works about 
thermal maturity and conductivity of rocks presented at Inova 
exhibitions in Malvić & Mesić Kiš (2017) and Malvić & Murgić 
(2015). In short, this work gives numerical and graphical method 
for thermal maturity of the subsurface rocks, using the case study 
of the Brač-1 beta well (Middle Dalmatia).

o The regional geothermal gradients are low - 1.0 to 2.8 C. It 
means that mature source rocks can be expected on 5000+ 
meters. Such rocks usually contain kerogene type II with 
sporadically type I, but could be rich in sulphur (S). Consequently, 
the HC generation can be expected at lower temperatures, i.e. TTI 
about 10. In analysed well, Triassic rocks entered in generation 
windows some 54 Ma ago, what is proven using geothermal 

 ogradient of 1.383 C/100 m. The role of reverse faulting has crucial 
influence on structural position of Mesozoic rocks (decreasing of 
maturity).
 There is always possibility to calculate average gradient 
using temperatures at the well bottom and neutral layer of soil. 
The «neutral layer» value can be measured by presented device 
composed of RasPi and SenseHAT with simple Python code. That 
program can be easily modified to fulfil needs of different 
measuring proposals and asked time.

Figure 3: Burial and temperature lines in the Brač-1 beta 
well(Andrić, 2019)

Figure 4: One of two interpreted structural solution for the Brač 
Structure (Pensa et al., 1984)

Equation 1: Interval TTIs
 and total TTI

 

Table 2: Calculation of TTI values for Triassic, Jurassic and Cretaceous rock in 
the Brač-1 beta well

where are:

TTI - Time-Temperature Index;
 - Temperature factor;
T - Time factor.

Table 1: Relation between temperature interval, index and factor values 
(Lopatin, 1971)


